TECH TIP #19
HOW DO YOU KEEP STEAM COILS FROM FREEZING?
Courtesy Coil Company--www.coilcompany.com
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(405) 239-7301		
FAX: (405) 232-5438		
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(800) 955-1918
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(918) 249-1918
FAX: (918) 249-9014
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TECH TIP #20
HOW CAN I SIZE A UNIT HEATER?
Copy these two pages for individual load calculations on jobs. Contact
Federal for help.
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TECH TIP #21

WATER HAMMER IN STEAM-TO-WATER HEAT EXCHANGERS
When steam is the heating medium in a shell and tube heat exchanger, it is important that the condensate be immediately removed from the steam space. If condensate, which has cooled below the
steam temperature, is trapped in the shell of the exchanger and hot steam enters during opening of
the control valve water hammer will occur. Water hammer pressures can exceed 2000 psi, even in an
exchanger where the steam pressure is less than 15 psi. Obviously the thin wall of the copper tubes
are not designed to take this kind of hammering. Failures in the tubing will result if this problem is
not corrected quickly.
We will not attempt to explain in detail all the possible reasons for water hammer; but here are the
most likely suspects if you hear the tubes banging.
Condensate can remain in the shell (or tubes if steam is inside the tubes) of a heat exchanger as a
result of:
1. Improperly sized steam trap. It is critical that the trap be sized for the worst case differential pressure, which is more than likely the normal operating pressure with a modulating control valve.
2. Improperly sized condensate return line, either out of the steam space or downstream of the
steam trap.
3. No steam side vacuum breaker. Sometimes you will see a swing check valve installed so that
a vacuum will pull the flapper back to the heat exchanger to allow air into break the vacuum.
Vacuum problems are notorious for causing tube bundle failures.
4. Incorrect elevation of the unit in relation to the main condensate return line. In layman’s terms,
the outlet of the trap must flow downhill at all times into the condensate return pump or main
condensate return line. NO UPSIDE DOWN P-TRAPS WILL WORK!!!!
5. A quick closing control valve (especially solenoid valves) or a pump that stops can cause a sudden
reversal of flow in the piping.
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ADVANCED TECHTIPS...If you hear a loud banging like a steel hammer on bare steel pipe in your
steam (or water piping) system don’t ignore it. The longer you wait, the more expensive it will be to
repair or the more severely someone will get hurt. We can provide in house training on water hammer elimination or even send you to school at our premier steam system trainer, Spirax Sarco, right
in the factory!
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TECH TIP #22

TECH TIP #23

WATER VOLUME IN A PIPING SYSTEM

To calculate the volume of water
in a hydronic system, list the length of
pipe in a system by size. Divide the
length by the factor to calculate volume. Example: Find the water volume
in 200’ of 4” steel pipe.

7

Volume = 200 ft. / 1.5 ft per gallon = 133 gallons
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TECH TIP #24
SWIMMING POOL HEATING
Heating a swimming pool can be an ongoing maintenance headache, unless a few rules are followed closely.
We have recapped a few of the rules that we have determined over the years.
1.
Make sure that the chlorine is added to the system on the downstream side of the heating source (either a pool
boiler or heat exchanger), sand filters, and pumping equipment. The chemicals are injected into the line at high concentrations and this heavily concentrated solution must have a chance to dilute before it goes into the equipment. Typically this
insertion takes place just before reentry into the pool.
2.
Since most pools are held a temperature about 82o F, it is very important that a procedure be in place to make
sure that the inlet water temperature to any gas fired pool heater never falls below 105o F. 105o F is the condensing
temperature for a typical copper finned tube type of pool heater. Failure to keep the inlet water temperature above
the condensing temperature will cause the flue gases to condense and the subsequent water will drip onto the heat
exchanger causing corrosion. This corrosive acid can eat through a heat exchanger in a matter of a few weeks…and will
most likely void the pool heater warranty. Consult with our boiler experts for how to prevent the problem.
3.
When using a steam source in a heat exchanger to heat the pool heater, a few very important construction
details need to be followed in the materials used in the heat exchanger. The tubesheet needs to be either a solid brass
or alternative material to combat the common problem of galvanic corrosion between the typical steel tubesheet and
copper tubing.
ADVANCED TECHTIP…Contact our office for further information and possibly a jobsite visit if needed. Pool heaters can
be very troublesome…let us help you get off to a good start on your next pool job, or help you correct deficiencies in a
current system.

TECH TIP #25
HOW TO ORDER PARTS FOR VALVES, PUMPS, ETC.
More valuable time is wasted on both ends of the phone by not having complete and correct information when calling
to check on repair parts. Here’re a few pointers on what is normally required to get the correct parts and where to typically find the information.
CONTROL VALVES…Most HVAC valves will have a brass tag on the neck of the valve. Sometimes it is under
valve insulation. Remember to get the information off the actuator. Many of us have experience in “backtracking”
into the control valve, but all the information you can collect will help us figure out what that tagless valve is.
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PUMPS…Most pumps will have a nameplate mounted on the pump itself, usually near the top of the pump volute.
Write down all the information off the tag, because we sometimes have to read between the lines. Frequently we are
given the info off the motor on the pump. Nine times out of ten the motor info will not be of any help in identifying pump
parts. The exception to the motor information is to make sure you have the Hp, voltage, rpm, phase and enclosure. If
the tag is missing, measure the pump suction and discharge sizes and with the above motor info we can often figure a
new pump.
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